The Editors of *Integers: Electronic Journal of Combinatorial Number Theory* are pleased to announce the **Integers Conference 2005**. The Integers conferences are international conferences in combinatorial number theory, held for the purpose of bringing together mathematicians, students, and others interested in combinatorics and number theory. **The Integers Conference 2005** will have special significance as it will be held in honor of Ron Graham, on the occasion of his 70th birthday.

**Plenary Speakers:**

- Daniel Goldston
- Neil Hindman
- Jozsef Solymosi
- Doron Zeilberger
Other Invited Speakers:

Stephan Baier  Christian Ballot  Nayandeep Baruah
Matthias Beck  Gautami Bhowmik  Arie Bialostocki
Peter Blanchard  Vladimir Bozovic  John Brillhart
Tom Brown  Steven Butler  E. Rodney Canfield
Eric Duchene  Dennis Eichhorn  Shalom Eliahou
Jacob Fox  Aviezri Fraenkel  Julia Garibaldi
Fan Chung Graham  Ronald Graham  Sidney Graham
Georges Grekos  David Gunderson  Silvia Heubach
Brian Hopkins  Glenn Hurlbert  Douglas Iannucci
Alex Iosevich  John Jaroma  Renling Jin
Veselin Jungic  Omar Kihel  Takao Komatsu
Mark Kozek  Bruce Landman  David Leach
Vsevolod Lev  Lincoln Lu  Florian Luca
Sarah Mason  Gretchen Matthews  Aaron Meyerowitz
Donald Mills  Stephen Milne  Melvyn Nathanson
Jaroslav Nesetril  Heinrich Niederhausen  Richard Nowakowski
Kevin O’Bryant  Paul Ottaway  Carl Pomerance
Rados Radoicic  Elmaton Reisner  Aaron Robertson
Carla Savage  Wolfgang Schmid  James Sellers
Kennan Shelton  Peter Shiue  Aaron Siegel
Angela Siegel  Michael Spivey  Pante Stanica
Thomas Stoll  Xinyu Sun  Zhi-Wei Sun
Ognian Trifonov  David Wolfe  Gang Yu
Melkamu Zeleke

Registration: Registration is free of charge (note: this is a change from earlier announcements). However, all participants must register in advance, due to limited seating and so that we will be able to plan appropriately for the conference. To register, simply send an e-mail message to mweldon@westga.edu, requesting you be registered for the conference. You will receive a reply to your message; if the reply states that you are registered, then this confirms your registration (we hope to be able to accommodate all who wish to attend).

Location, Travel, Accomodations: The conference will be held on the campus of the University of West Georgia in Carrollton. The city of Carrollton is about 45 miles west of Atlanta. Those coming by air should fly into Atlanta. Directions, a link to campus and local maps, and parking information will be sent to all who register. A block of rooms has been set aside at a special reduced rate of $61.95 at the Holiday Inn Express in Carrollton. Please let us know as soon as possible if you wish to be counted in this block. In order to obtain the reduced rate, you must make your own reservations directly with the hotel (telephone: (770)-838-0508), and say you are with “The Math Conference.” There are several other nearby hotels including: Quality Inn (877-434-6835) and Jameson Inn (770-834-2600).

Banquet: On the evening of Saturday, October 29, there will be a banquet in honor of Ron
Graham. The banquet will be held at the Oak Mountain Country Club Restaurant, and will include a buffet-style meal. It will feature entertainment by the “Dazzling Mills Family”, a professional highly-acclaimed juggling troupe. The cost of this banquet is $15. If you plan to attend the banquet, please r.s.v.p. at mweldon@westga.edu, by Wednesday, October 20th. Payment should be made in cash upon checking in at the conference.

**Ride sharing:** If you are either seeking a ride, or are willing to share a ride, to and/or from the airport, please contact sadams@westga.edu (Sonya Adams) for assistance.

**Proceedings:** Papers presented at the conference will be considered for publication in a special issue of *Integers:Electronic Journal of Combinatorial Number Theory*. The Proceedings’ papers will be handled according to the journal’s usual refereeing process.

**Supporting Organizations:** The National Science Foundation, The Number Theory Foundation, DIMATIA, and the University of West Georgia.

**Organizing Committee:** Bruce Landman, Melvyn Nathanson, Jarik Nesetril, Richard Nowakowski, Carl Pomerance

**Hosting Committee:** Bruce Landman, Micky Weldon, David Leach, Sonya Adams, Amin Boumenir, Abdollah Khodkar, Vu Tuan, Rui Xu

**Updates:** This announcement will be periodically updated and will be available at http://www.westga.edu/~math/IntegersConference2005

**Further Information:** Please direct your questions to Ms. Micky Weldon at mweldon@westga.edu or (678)839-6489.